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Made in Greater Manchester
Welcome to the Made in Greater Manchester project booklet.
In 2016 the Greater Manchester Archives and Local Studies Partnership were awarded funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund
to conduct a project to celebrate and make available Greater Manchester’s incredible collections of business records.
Over the last year, our dedicated group of project volunteers has been cataloguing, digitising and raising awareness of the
records of some vitally important local businesses. By reading this booklet, you will be able to learn about the fascinating
history of these special local businesses, and hear more about Made in Greater Manchester from the volunteers and staff
involved in the project.
What is clear from this booklet is the huge amount of time and effort that has gone into this project from our volunteers,
without whom this project could never have taken place. On behalf of myself and all of the other staff involved in the MIGM
project, I would like to thank the HLF for their generous funding and all of our volunteers for their outstanding work over the
past year.
I hope you enjoy reading the rest of this book!

Becky Farmer
MIGM Project Archivist
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Business Archives
Archives have the power to enrich our understanding of the present through an
appreciation of the past. They connect us to our families and the places where we live,
work and study.
What are business archives?
Business archives are records that companies or
collecting repositories have chosen to keep
permanently, for commercial, legal or historical
reasons. They are unique resources, and can include
a wide variety of formats such as paper documents,
photographs, electronic records, audio-visual
material and advertisements.

through business archives. This is because archives
are powerful business assets that can be turned to
corporate advantage in several ways:


Archives can be used to tell the story of a
business, and therefore increase brand
knowledge, loyalty and pride.



Archives can be used to track the growth of a
business and celebrate company milestones
and achievements. This in turn can engage
and inspire staff and stakeholders.



Archives can inspire innovation and the

Why do companies manage their archives?
Increasing numbers of companies are starting to
collect, preserve and share their corporate history
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development of new products.


Archives can provide evidence and proof of business
transactions and relationships for legal purposes.



Archives can be used for public relations and
advertising.



Archives can support the running of a business by
capturing today’s experience and knowledge for future
use.

Business records can also have a wider social value:


All individuals connect with business and the economy
as consumers. Business records are therefore key
sources in helping us to understand and connect with
our past and present.



Business records can be used to bring communities
together through demonstrating their collective past.



Business archives have informational value for a wide
range of researchers.

“Business archives
are an essential part
of our national story.
Used wisely, the
corporate memory
can inspire, inform
and innovate in
today’s business.”
The National Archives: a guide to
managing business archives

Made in Greater Manchester
For many people around the world, Greater Manchester is synonymous with industry.
Innovative and successful businesses from all sectors have made Greater Manchester their
home, and the communities that we know today are built upon the foundations of these
important industries.

Many of these pivotal businesses have left a legacy
of archives and photographs which document not
only business transactions, products and industrial
processes but the working lives of men, women and
children across the region.



To provide high-quality volunteering
opportunities with the chance to develop
digital skills.



To encourage engagement with local heritage.

It is these fascinating collections of business archives
that we have been able to bring alive and raise
awareness of through our Made in Greater
Manchester (MIGM) project, a unique collaboration
between members of the Greater Manchester
Archives and Local Studies Partnership (GMALSP).

Generously funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund,
MIGM set out to achieve the following key aims:


To develop community engagement by
encouraging participation and reminiscence.



To promote a sense of local pride and identity.



To promote the importance of business
archives.



To create a set of online collections catalogues
for business archives from across Greater
Manchester.



To digitise key business records and publish
the digital content online.

“Business archives are an important
part of the archives sector and our
national history. Businesses have
done much to shape many of our
communities. In this project the
Greater Manchester Archives and
Local Studies Partnership brings
together archival expertise,
voluntary effort and local
knowledge to identify and celebrate
the region's unique industrial
heritage.”
Dr Valerie Johnson, Director of Research and Collections at the
National Archives
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“Everyone has some sort of interaction with
business, whether as workers, consumers, or
because of firms’ locations within
communities. This means that the historic
records of businesses have huge potential to
appeal to a wide range of audiences. The
Made in Greater Manchester project
demonstrates not only how this engagement
with business records can be fulfilled, but it
provides a model for collaboration between
archive services and the use of volunteers.
Above all it highlights the importance of
Greater Manchester as an industrial centre
and celebrates the significant business
collections which are held in the area.”
Michael Anson , Chair of the Business Archives Council
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Through MIGM, the Greater Manchester
Archives and Local Studies Partnership is
bringing benefits in terms of collective
collaboration on service improvement and
future sustainability.

1. City of Manchester

6. Bury

2. Stockport

7. Bolton

3. Tameside

8. Wigan

4. Oldham

9. City of Salford

5. Rochdale

10. Trafford

10 local
businesses

50+
volunteers

1000+
hours

10 collections of
previously uncatalogued
business records have
now been processed

More than 50
volunteers have
contributed to the
MIGM project

Our volunteers have
given more than 1000+
hours of their time to
MIGM

3 training
sessions

2000+
catalogued
items

100+
digitised
items

Volunteers have
attended three formal
training sessions, and
have received further
on-the-job training

Over 100 items have
Over 2000 business
now been digitised as a
records have now been
result of MIGM,
catalogued as a result of
including 40+ sound
the MIGM project
recordings

Project Outcomes
The outcomes of the Made in Greater Manchester project have been wide and varied.
Volunteering
Over fifty new and existing volunteers have
contributed their time to MIGM; cataloguing,
transcribing and digitising archive collections which
were previously completely inaccessible. This has
included corporate volunteers, people looking to
gain work experience and new skills, people with a
general interest in industrial heritage, and people
involved in council employment schemes. 45% of
our volunteers had never volunteered before, and of
those who had volunteered before, only 17% had
previously volunteered in an archive or local studies
setting.

Cataloguing
Incredibly, more than 2000 items have been
catalogued as part of Made in Greater Manchester
with more due to be completed over the next few
months. A large number of oral histories have been
converted from analogue to digital formats and are
currently in the process of being transcribed, and
digital images have been created of a selection of
MIGM documents and photographs.
The new online catalogues will be uploaded to
Greater Manchester Lives (www.gmlives.org.uk).
Greater Manchester Lives is a searchable website
which allows users to find information about
documents, books, maps, photographs and more
held by archives and local history libraries within
Greater Manchester.
The MIGM catalogues will allow everyone to access
information about our business archives, to explore
and learn about the records, carry out their own
research and use these records to celebrate the
history of their own communities.

Engagement & Outreach
MIGM has had a number of different outcomes for
the people involved in the project. Our volunteers
have had the opportunity to engage with heritage
and share their knowledge with others. They have
Made in Greater Manchester
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received formal training in blogging, cataloguing and
digitisation – skills which we hope they will continue
to make use of once the project is complete.
Furthermore, the project has also provided a
platform for us to connect and form partnerships
with local businesses and community groups and
engage with former employees of MIGM businesses.

“My experience volunteering on
the MIGM project was as a
voyage of discovery, learning
and exploration. The local
business I was archiving, Renold
Chains, proved so enthralling
that I was able to blog about it,
and to connect with the
company, still operating 100
years later, and with the skilled
workforce, largely gone but with
memories nonetheless.”

“MIGM has given
me more belief in
my writing abilities
and it's helped give
me confidence”

Manchester Archives+
Business archives often consist of large, complex collections of records that lie neglected in
the strong rooms, because archivists simply have not got the resources to catalogue them
properly. Archives+, incorporating Manchester Archives and the Greater Manchester
County Record Office, has its own fair share of overlooked business treasures, so jumped at
the chance to be part of the Made in Greater Manchester project: here was an opportunity
to get these business records unlocked and their stories of Manchester's industrial heritage
brought out into the open.
Renold PLC
Manchester Archives chose the records of Renold
plc, the oldest transmission chain company in the
world and still going strong from its headquarters in
Wythenshawe. The historical archive was deposited
over thirty years ago, complete with its own unique
numbering system and impenetrable card catalogue.
Totalling 235 boxes of material (or 94 linear metres),
the collection was just too big for us to tackle. Now
the hard work of the MIGM volunteers is revealing
Renold's heritage – board meeting minutes,
workshop committee minutes, product catalogues,
photograph albums, sales charts, wage books – they
all combine to create a picture of industry and
innovation and show how Renold was a truly global
company even before the days of globalisation. Jo,
MIGM volunteer and cycling enthusiast, was thrilled
to discover that the chain mechanism at the heart of
the modern bicycle was invented and patented by
Hans Renold in 1880. Her blog, posted on the MIGM
website, highlighted how, then and now, chains
drive much of the mechanical world and Renold was
the pioneer.

Manchester Ship Canal Company
The Greater Manchester County Record Office's
contribution to the project was a series of plans
from the vast archive of the Manchester Ship Canal
Company. Opened by Queen Victoria in 1894, the
ship canal was, at 36 miles long, the largest river
navigation canal in the world: its route followed the
rivers Mersey and Irwell and took sea vessels into
the heart of Manchester. The plans are all rolled-up -
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sometimes as many as 20 plans per roll - so the
volunteers never knew quite what they are going to
find, but thanks to their careful and detailed
cataloguing this marvel of Victorian engineering is
being brought to life. There are plans of the several
locks that lifted ships some 60 feet in total; plans of
the docks at Manchester and Salford; plans of
Liverpool Harbour at the other end; there’s a plan of
the Barton Road Swing Bridge and a plan of Eastham
Customs Offices. There is a late-nineteenth-century
plan showing a flood plain, which volunteer Sue was
cataloguing just when that same area was enduring
flooding in the present time – some things never
change!

The cataloguing has revealed the past and enabled
us to make links in the here and now with the very
organisations that created the records. Renold plc
was already keen to explore the firm’s heritage so
the Made in Greater Manchester project came along
at just the right time. Now we exchange stories
through Twitter – our volunteers’ blogs and their
employees’ reminiscences. The Ship Canal plans may
depict a waterway that is now too small for most
modern ships, but they also point to the future with
Peel Holdings, the company that now owns the Ship
Canal, working to revitalise the canal and make it a
carbon-efficient waterway.

"We're so grateful to
Manchester Central Library
for their incredible collection
of our historical material. We
recently re-found our vast
Renold archive and plan on
using it in our social media
and marketing campaigns to
remind our customers of the
wonderful heritage of both
our company and our city."
Renold plc.

Bolton Archives
For volunteers at Bolton Archives, the Made in Greater Manchester project has been a
voyage of discovery!
“During a visit to the archive strong room at Bolton
History Centre, Caroline the archivist asked if anyone
was interested in volunteering to help catalogue
some items. Two of us volunteered and commenced
in January 2017. We were later joined by a third
volunteer.
We were given various bundles of architectural
drawings which had been donated by a firm of
architects in Wigan. All were in their original
wrappings in varying conditions. Some were fragile,
some very dirty and others in very good condition.
We had to undo each one, list the title, architect,
dates and number of items. We then re-wrapped
them and numbered each one. The plans covered
buildings of interest mostly in Bolton and included
school, churches, shops, pubs and houses. Of
particular interest were two sets of plans relating to
‘The Bungalow’ at Rivington built for Lord
Leverhulme. One of these included Roynton Cottage
which was later destroyed by arson. The other set of
plans were for renovations to The Bungalow.
Another set of plans related to renovations at Hall i’
th’ Wood in Bolton, the former home of Samuel
Crompton. They included drawings of the exterior of
the building.
An intriguing set of plans from 1941 titled only
HMGCC, with no other information had all three of
us ‘Googling’ it at home. We were astonished to
find this related to His Majesty’s Government
Communications Centre and all top secret!
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We didn’t know what to expect from volunteering,
but once we began we thoroughly enjoyed the
experience. We were very impressed with the
quality of the drawings, some of which were quite
beautiful and were like works of art.
We hope we have in some small way contributed to
the project and hope to continue as volunteers for
the archive service.”

Bury Archives & Local History
Bury Archives’ Made in Greater Manchester collection was Thomas Robinson & Co.
Bleachers and Dyers, which occupied the Hope Works on Bolton Road in Ramsbottom and
was a branch of the Bradford Dyers’ Association. Volunteers Susan, Christine, Fred and
Howard have been working on this project since September 2016.
Thomas Robinson & Co. Bleachers and Dyers is a
vast collection which had been partially catalogued
already. The many boxes marked ‘Correspondence’
hadn’t though, and I thought that this would be a
good place to start. Little did I know what we would
uncover! The majority of the correspondence dates
from the 1950s and 1960s, when companies from all
over the UK (in particular Lancashire and Yorkshire)
sent their fabrics to Thomas Robinson to be dyed;
the huge number of companies involved became
apparent when we started initially by looking
through the boxes of letters and sorting them by
year, and then by company. The task at first
appeared daunting, as in some boxes the letters had
been put into folders and in some sort of order, but
others were not so orderly. However over a few
weeks a pattern (excuse the pun) began to emerge;
the same companies would recur and it became
apparent that this correspondence related to quality
control issues and the numerous tests being carried
out on the fabrics.
Some interesting points have arisen about the
cataloguing: that you very quickly learn that you may
need to do some extra research about the company
to understand what the documents are that you are
cataloguing - do you know your tulle from your
taffeta? There are many ledger-type books in the
collection but when no-one has helpfully written in
the front what they are, (ie. ‘Wages Book’ or ‘Stock
Book’) how do you know? I had an interesting
conversation explaining what carbon paper was for,
as we have discovered a lot of it! This led to much
reminiscing about the golden era of office supplies,
pre-PCs and photocopiers, sparked by the discovery
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of a 1960s office equipment catalogue.
Some repackaging has been undertaken too, as
within the collection there are numerous brown
paper parcels tied up with string. On closer
inspection some contain yet more ledger books,
whilst others are a veritable feast of fabric samples
and record cards which depict the test results for an
array of fabrics from coat linings to umbrella fabric.
Susan and Christine have some prior knowledge of
textiles and fabrics so they are having a great time
uncovering these gems and helping us sort our
grosgrain from our gabardine.
Here is just a small selection of the companies that
Thomas Robinson worked with, including some
familiar names: Courtauld, Collins & Cawthron,
Headen Weaving, B. Cohen (Morada), David Flower,
Denholme Silk Weavers, Poulton Linings, Dublin
Rayon Mills, Redman & Smith, Clare & Heyworth,
Belstaff, Marks & Spencer, General Textiles Limited
(Gentex), Morning Star Fabrics, Dennison Bros..
and many, many more.
The number of different companies’ letters
discovered in these boxes of correspondence gives
an idea of the size and importance of the UK textile
industry at that time. As we continue to look
through them I am sure there are more examples of
design ingenuity and creativity (like the ‘nursery
rhyme’ fabric which was discovered by Christine)
waiting to be uncovered and shared with textile
enthusiasts, fashionistas, letterhead lovers (me!) and
anyone with fond memories of our industrious past.

Images courtesy of Wendy Gradwell

“I have always been interested in learning
how to catalogue but never thought I
would ever get the chance! I enjoyed the
opportunity to catalogue and now have
new skills which, hopefully, I can take
beyond the project and use to catalogue
other collections.” MIGM Volunteer
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Oldham Archives & Local Studies
My first assignment after joining the team at Oldham Local Studies and Archives was to
work with two of their experienced volunteers, Dorothy and Pat, who had bravely
volunteered to take part in the MIGM Project and were about to embark on the
unwrapping, listing and cataloguing of the Clegg and Mellor collection…
Dorothy and Pat had already taken part in a training
session which had shown them what cataloguing is
and why do we do it, as well as an introduction to
box listing and terminology. The Excel template had
been set up, the boxes had been brought from the
off -site store, we were ready to start!

Originally deposited up in an assortment of
packaging and in a variety of conditions ranging from
slightly dusty to moderately mouldy, we began to
uncover the documents stored within these
numerous boxes and plastic parcels.
Fortunately the boxes and parcels had lots of
information on the outside which gave us a clue as
to what might be contained within. With Dorothy
volunteering to check the dates and re-wrap the
documents and Pat volunteering to input the
information onto the Excel spreadsheet, I was left to
oversee the operation, clean up the mouldy
documents, offer any guidance where needed and re
-box the newly packaged documents. We were like a
well -oiled machine!
The whole project took us about three months and
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we catalogued over 400 items ranging from financial
records and employment records to trade
catalogues and technical drawings. We also
discovered documents relating to three other firms
with connections to Clegg and Mellor as well as
various samples of leather which further illustrated
the business of the manufacture of textile roller
covers and draft aprons which Clegg and Mellor
specialised in.
The entire process was always interesting,
sometimes confusing, and often dusty but above all
it was a wonderful opportunity for volunteers to
bring their knowledge, enthusiasm and newly
learned skills to produce a catalogue that will enable
researchers to discover more about the workings of
a specialised section within the wider cotton
industry which helped to transform Oldham, a small
village, into one of the most prominent and
important cotton spinning centres of the world.

Unboxing Oldham
As part of the MIGM Project I wanted to engage young people with archives here at
Oldham. Our collection was Clegg and Mellor Limited, a cotton industry subsidiary industry
that produced leather covered rollers used in the spinning of cotton.

Partnership working was key to making the project
work, and I approached Oldham Theatre Workshop
(OTW) who principally work with young people
producing theatre pieces. In conversation with OTW
it became clear that I was unlikely to get the young
people to sit and catalogue the collection so we
came up with a week of activities to introduce the
concept of archives and use them in the production
of a theatre piece.
The Monday began with an exploration of what an
archive was, and the young people were each given
a famous archive to portray in conversation with
each other. From this we had the Magna Carter and
the Recording of the 2012 Olympic Games Opening
Ceremony having a chat at a bus stop, a brilliant
imagining of the conversation between these two
archives by the young people.
On Tuesday we had several archive based activities
including donning wellies and high viz jackets to
‘rescue’ the Clegg and Mellor archive from a leaky
basement (sound effects provided by a tablet!). In
the afternoon we had a great intergenerational
session with the young people and our older regular
volunteers.

Wednesday was a trip to Quarry Bank Mill where we
were able to learn about the cotton industry and see
the leather covered rollers in action on their
machinery. Personal stories were key to the day and
we all came away enthused about our final two days
which were all about developing the final
performance.
During Thursday I was witness to the enthusiasm,
imagination and professionalism of the young
people as they took inspiration from the archives
and our trip to produce the final theatre piece. A
song was written telling the story of an apprentice at
the mill, a poem written from the perspective of a
young girl being inspired by a suffragette, individual
sketches were developed and we began to pull the
final piece together.
I was so proud of everyone’s hard work which
resulted in a polished final performance in front of
an invited audience. What we have learnt during
Unboxing Oldham will be weaved into future
projects and I have a hope that we will repeat
something similar in the near future with another
archive collection.

“I think it is really important that we are
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are learning about local history.” OTW Student

Trafford Local Studies
Two of England’s earliest industrial areas lay within the boundary of Trafford - on the south
was Broadheath and to the north, Trafford Park. Both of these industrial estates were
world leaders in their day.
From their early beginnings in the late 19th century,
they produced a variety of documentary and
photographic evidence illustrating their
development both as places of work and places to
live.
The symbiotic relationship the between the two
canals (the Bridgewater Canal and the Manchester
Ship Canal) and the manufacturing industry
provided for the ease of transportation of both raw
materials and goods, which in turn allowed for
continuing industrial success for many years.

The information that has been gained from the
Made in Greater Manchester project has provided
us with an insight into what it was like to work and
live in these industrial areas until their eventual
demise in the late 20th century, as well as an insight
into the level of human endeavour and
achievement that made these areas successful.
Trafford Local Studies have been working with two
volunteers, who have been researching
uncatalogued photographs of Trafford’s industrial
past and identifying places for inclusion on the GM
Lives catalogue. Using the skills they have obtained
from the project, the volunteers have looked
through old newspapers to find out if there is any
background information on the photographs in
order to identify relevant details on companies that
were once based in the area, and have long since
gone. These companies were once familiar
household names and were the foundation of
Industrial Britain and included British
Westinghouse, Ford, ICI and Metropolitan Vickers in
Trafford Park, and Linotype and Budenberg in
Broadheath.
Rosie, a volunteer at Trafford Local Studies,
commented on the work she has being doing on the
project:
“I am enjoying volunteering on the MIGM project,
particularly indexing the photographs of Trafford
companies and finding out how important the
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industrial estates in Trafford were. There are
photographs of both the Trafford Park and
Broadheath industrial estates. Trafford Park is said
to be the first planned industrial estate in the
world, developed on land sold by the Trafford
family in the 1890s. Broadheath initially developed
because the location was beside the Bridgewater
Canal, but really took off from the 1880s, with the
support of the local landowners the Stamford
family, and so it actually pre-dates Trafford Park.
The other famous Trafford industrial development
was the Bridgewater Canal, built in the 1760s. The
archive includes a number of photographs of the
canal at different dates. With Trafford Park,
Broadheath and the Bridgewater Canal, Trafford
industry was important nationally and
internationally.
It has been particularly interesting to see
photographs from the early days of Trafford Park,
especially the building of the Westinghouse
Company (later GEC) from 1900. The collection
includes a series of photographs taken by the Clerk
of Works throughout the building project, so that
you can see the development growing. There is
also a photograph of the Canadian team, led by
James Stewart, which was brought in to speed up
the work. In 1901, there were less than 250 men
working on the site, within a week of his arrival this
had been increased to 2,500 and was eventually to
rise to 4,000.
We're now going through a large archive of
photographs from the Stretford and Urmston
Journal, extracting photographs of Trafford
companies. As this is a local newspaper the
company photographs are mainly of groups of staff,
retirements, presentations, sports events etc. It is
interesting to see Trafford companies from the
point of view of the employees, and how often they
appear - these companies were crucial employers in
the region.”

Touchstones, Rochdale
As part of our involvement in The Made in Greater Manchester Project, Rochdale Local
Studies has chosen to focus on The Rochdale Electric Company (REC). REC was
incorporated on 31st January 1898 by a local business man Mr William Dobson Watson.
William was born into a wealthy local family who ran
a successful silk manufacturing business. However,
from an early age William showed an interest in the
newly emerging area of electrical engineering.

This pre-paid meter was the first electrical prepayment meter ever to be put into commission on a
commercial scale in England (and paved the way for
today’s electric meters).

Whilst on holiday with a friend in 1896 the vague
outline of a coin fed meter was created which then
gave rise to a “friendly competition” between three
rivals to create the best penny-in-the-slot meter
which could measure electricity outage.

Our volunteer, Zoe Bamford, was tasked with
archiving the material from REC, part of which
included several early periodicals on electrical
engineering and transmission dating from the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century along with
three fine examples of early twentieth century
thermometers. The collection also hosts numerous
photographs of electrical componentry; trying to
identify motors, dynamos and generators was a
difficult task for someone not au fait with electrical
engineering!

However, the life of the penny pre-paid meter was
relatively short lived due to swift technical
innovations in the electrical engineering field. REC
therefore diversified into electrical equipment
including generators, dynamos and motors.
The collection contains a work book recording where
the REC’s equipment was installed, this included
major industries within the area such as Turner and
Newall, many of the local cotton mills as well as
Rochdale Infirmary.
Following a two year intensive contest, the Watson
Slot Meter was awarded first prize by, the then preeminent electrical company, Ferranti and REC was
formed to manufacture and sell the meter.
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Tameside Archives & Local Studies
Tameside volunteers have been working on transcribing and summarising oral history
interviews relating to the cotton industry. These interviews were conducted in the 1970s
and 1980s and are held on the original reel to reel tapes. Access to the tapes is difficult, so
Made in Greater Manchester provided us with our first opportunity to digitise the
collection in order to make them more accessible, and to create good, timed summaries of
the interviews.
Routes to Work
Our volunteer Mark's placement with us came
through Tameside's Routes to Work scheme. Mark
has autism and was looking to get some work
experience to help develop his basic office skills and
to get used to coming into a place of work. He has
an interest in history and was interested in doing
some work in a library environment as he is an avid
reader. He has worked on typing up summaries of
oral history interviews for addition into the
catalogue. Mark has been very reliable and has
produced work which is accurate and high
quality. He has gained in confidence since
volunteering with us, and is getting to know the
staff well and feels more comfortable in the work
environment. He has enjoyed working on the
project so much that he asked if he could do some
extra hours - and of course we said yes. Made in
Greater Manchester has been a great opportunity
for us to engage with Routes to Work - we have
been able to offer a high quality placement with a
defined task, and something very real for Mark to
put on his CV.

Brother UK
Tameside Local Studies and Archives has a long
relationship with Brother UK, stemming from the
company's decision to deposit the archive of the
Jones Sewing Machine Company back in
2008. Based in Audenshaw, Brother has a strong
commitment and tradition of giving back to the
local community and volunteering. The firm is also
very aware of its own sense of history and heritage,
and is one of the most active depositors at
Tameside Local Studies and Archives, often
accessing the archive collections. Brother are very
used to corporate volunteering and have two
dedicated Community Engagement officers who
manage their projects. The idea about engaging
Brother on the Made in Greater project came as a
Made in Greater Manchester
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result of a business advocacy event which created a
space for Tameside Cultural Services to have
conversations with local businesses and work out if
there were any areas in which we could support one
another. Having Made in Greater Manchester in the
pipeline meant we could offer Brother a highquality, time limited opportunity for corporate
volunteering.

Made in Greater Manchester Blog
Our volunteer Craig’s background is in journalism,
and his natural flair for writing means that he has
been responsible for most of the blogs we created.
He has also transcribed and summarised a number
of interviews.

Wigan Archives & Local Studies
Walker Brothers of Wigan were one of the most important heavy engineering businesses
in the north of England. From their base at the Pagefield Ironworks in Wigan and with
decades of experience in the design and manufacture of mining equipment for the
Lancashire coalfields, they grew into an organisation producing locomotives, road vehicles,
winding gear and ventilation equipment that travelled around the world.
Walkers-engineered machinery was shipped
overseas to Japanese coal mines, South African gold
mines and the Peruvian mountain railways, often
travelling with the Wiganers who had to ensure it
was in working order at the other end of the
journey.

lines, calculations and mechanical descriptions. The
Archives were fortunate to be able to recruit a
handful of volunteers with mechanical and
engineering knowledge, who were better able to
explain to the rest of the team exactly what sat in
front of us on the strongroom shelves.

The surviving records of Walker Brother provide a
valuable insight into Greater Manchester's
engineering history and the lives of employees at
the Pagefield works, as well as the evolution of
design and research practices used by firms like
Walkers.

Many of the drawings describe component parts,
albeit components that could be of a huge size
themselves; the ability to visualise the relationship
between the constituent parts and the eventual
finished piece of equipment was aided by referring
to the company’s photographic archive. The
surviving images show enormous products forged
from wrought iron and steel, with their creators
standing proudly besides them on the factory floor,
dwarfed by the scale of their creations.

The company was founded in 1866 and quickly
developed an expertise for bespoke engineering
work. As well as mining and ventilation machinery,
the company produced commercial vehicles under
the Pagefield name, including lorries, cranes, buses
and trucks. Local transport corporations throughout
the north-west of England and beyond
commissioned buses and other vehicles from
Walker Brothers, including the Liverpool and Wigan
Corporations. In 1900, Mitchell and Kenyon filmed
the employees at the Pagefield Ironworks and this
wonderful film is held by the British Film Institute.
The firm continued to operate in Wigan after the
Second World War, when it was sold to the
Walmsley family, moving increasingly into
machinery for paper production.
Wigan's contribution to the Made in Greater
Manchester Project included the cataloguing of
hundreds of engineering drawings from the design
offices. These records are a complex collection of
documents that shed light on how the business
went about creating the products that made its
name throughout the world. These drawings are
small works of art in their own right, every one
drawn by hand, and are far removed from modern
practices of computer aided engineering design.
At first glance - to the uninitiated archivist or
volunteer - the drawings appear a complex web of
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Our volunteers worked to painstakingly describe
and catalogue the records, digitising in turn some of
the stand-out drawings. We were delighted to
welcome former employees of Walker Brothers into
the Archives as part of the project, one of whom,
John Webb, had worked in the drawing room. As
every drawing was signed and countersigned as part
of the process of quality control at the time, we
were even able to reunite him with some of the
documents he had worked on over 70 years ago.
We are certain the new catalogues will provide a
wonderful resource for historians and engineering
enthusiasts alike. We have already been contacted
by groups working to preserve surviving pieces of
Walker Brothers’ machinery and hope to be able to
supply copies of original drawings that will help
inform the preservation of the physical objects,
from a Welsh coal mine's head-gear to Wigan buses.
Wigan & Leigh Archives and Local Studies are
delighted to have participated in the Made in
Greater Manchester project and hope the outcomes
of the project will inspire further engagement with
our business archives into the future.

